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1 PURPOSE
Primary:
Design an effective water purification and quality monitoring system which uses a tesla coil for
disinfection via ozonification. Power will be generated using a hand crank generator.
Secondary:
Utilize a raspberry pi and various sensors to measure and interpret the water quality and
portability. Use of fuzzy logic will be employed into the monitoring system.

2 DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
System Requirements:
Tesla Coil: We will design circuitry using two coils, a 5-10kW transformers, resistors and
capacitors of appropriate values to generate 2-3” electrical arcs. The base and towers should be
under 1’ in height and the toroid or sphere cap will be small enough to be submerged in a 10gallon tank.
Microcontroller/Software:
O 3 , PH, ORP sensors will be powered by a Raspberry Pi 3.3V or 5.0V pins and will return -2.5 to
+2.5V to GPIO inputs where software will convert these voltages to standard values If any sensor
has a lower voltage requirement we will implement a voltage divider circuit as necessary.
Software will utilize algorithms to generate meaningful measurements, perform calibration, and
display GUI.
Hand Generator: We will use a pre-built generator to generate a 120V @ 60Hz. This will
interface with our transformer using a typical outlet plug.
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3 TEST CONDITIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Handling Precautions
All equipment was stored properly with power off to the unit when not under proper supervision.

3.2 Responsibility for Safety
All personnel were responsible for maintaining a safe work environment. All personnel assured
that appropriate safe practices were implemented during these operations, and that operations
were performed in a proper order.

3.3 Software Configuration
Prior to the start of any test, the revision of all Test Software, software and Test Scripts shall be
recorded. The listing will include the software version numbers, and database version numbers.
If any software is revised during the testing, record the revision information required identifying
the software configuration used during each test operation.

3.4 Reference Documentation
Any document referenced or invoked herein shall use the most recent released. This includes
datasheets and hardware specs.
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4 SUMMARY
All the parts for the project were purchased which led to the assembly of the project. The
tesla coil was built and tested using the hand-generator with success. This process took the team
several weeks to complete and debug. The tesla coil was providing a steady current flow in the
form of electrical arcs. There was a strong odor of ozone which smelt like chlorine that was
produced as the electrical arcs continued to be produced.
The instruments for the sensors were tested using an Arduino at first to ensure the
instruments were in working order. Each instrument was tested and debugged to ensure their
functions. Once the instruments were verified the programs for the graphics user interface (GUI)
and the code for the ORP and PH sensors were created to port over to Raspberry Pi. This code
was worked on for quite some time to ensure their purpose and function wouldn’t be redundant
and would provide proper readings to verify our project design. The code and the project details
are included in the appendix portion of this document.
Once the final project was assembled there was a series of tests to ensure the design
was properly functioning. Unfortunately we discovered that the main issue with our design was
the size of our tesla coil. There wasn’t enough voltage being produced in order to sufficiently
create an arc within the water to produce the ozone which will in turn purify the water. The
permeability of the water was too high compared to that of the air. Therefore there was no desired
reaction and the water wasn’t being supplied with enough ozone.
Knowing where our initial concept of design failed we have several design improvements
that we believe would generate results. But the most important aspect to getting our design to
work all falls under the same design constraint which is the size of our tesla coil. There just wasn’t
enough power being produced in order to get the desired results. In every case the tesla coil
needed to be bigger and more powerful with a higher voltage in order to create the desired levels
of ozone with in the water. See the appendix portion of this document for alternate designs.

5 CONCLUSION
As mentioned previously, our intention was to implement an electronic water purification
system which provided functionality to verify water quality. Overall, we were able to meet many of
our design requirements while others left something to be desired. First, the tesla coil was not
able to purify the water as intended. After some analysis, the consensus of the group was that the
tesla coil chosen could not generate enough voltage to create an electrical arc sufficient to supply
enough ozone to sterilize the water. Apart from using a more powerful tesla coil, other
improvements are suggested in Appendix E. Although this design flaw underm ined our ability to
purify water, after overcoming the design challenges covered in Appendix (F), we successfully
implemented our measurement circuit. Testing proved very useful, and helped us to ultimately
confirm our suspicion that the tesla coil was not working as intended. Although the initial
measurements were disheartening, ultimately the petri dishes confirmed that our PH and ORP
circuits were working as intended. The measurements showed a drop in PH and ORP levels after
the purification process, which ultimately showed that the ozone being generated was not enough
to even sustain, let alone increase the ORP levels in the pond water sample. The drop in ORP is
typical and to be expected from minor temperature variation, and allowing for the water to settle
and deoxygenate. However, for the system to be effective it must provide enough oxidation to
overcome these variables, and therefore we should still expect an increase in ORP levels.
Although these results were not what we had hoped for, the silver lining is that the system which
required the most work to implement, on both a hardware and software level, was the system
which performed as intended.
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6 APPENDIX A (BLOCK DIAGRAM)

During final implementation, the decision was made not to include either Ozone or conductivity
sensors. While such data provides some additional information about the water conditions, they play a
relatively small role in determining environmental suitability for bacteria. The main factors were the
realization that water hardness can be inferred from PH anyway, and ozone levels will drop by the time a
probe can be safely dipped into the water. The above block diagram reflects the changes stated, and is
current as of the time of this report.
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7 APPENDIX B (SCHEMATIC)
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8 APPENDIX C (FINAL CODE)
# Rpi Water Quality Sensor Gui
# Import Libraries
from Tkinter import *
import io # used to create file streams
import fcntl # used to access I2C parameters like addresses
import time # used for sleep delay and timestamps
import string # helps parse strings
import spidev #spi communication
import Adafruit_MCP3008 #used to communicate with mcp3008 adc
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO
import re
# Create Window
main = Tk()
main.title('Water Purifier')
main.minsize(width=650,height=340)
main.maxsize(width=650,height=340)
#variables
global txtInfo
txtInfo = "Select 'Help' for explanations of button funtionality"
txtHelp = "Hover over any object for a desrciption"
txtRec = "Calibration Value:"
helpEn = FALSE
enH = TRUE
OrpSum = 0.0
OrpDisp = ""
PHDisp = ""
count = 0
phValue = 0.0
PhSum = 0.0
class atlas_i2c:
long_timeout = 1.5 # the timeout needed to query readings &
calibrations
short_timeout = .5 # timeout for regular commands
default_bus = 1 # the default bus for I2C on the newer RPi's
default_address = 98 # default address for the ORP sensor
#12c function definitions
def __init__(self, address=default_address, bus=default_bus):
# open two file streams, one for reading and one for writing
# the specific I2C channel is selected with bus
# it is usually 1, except for older revisions where its 0
# wb and rb indicate binary read and write
self.file_read = io.open("/dev/i2c-" + str(bus), "rb",
buffering=0)
self.file_write = io.open("/dev/i2c-" + str(bus), "wb",
buffering=0)
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# initializes I2C to either a user specified or default address
self.set_i2c_address(address)
def set_i2c_address(self, addr):
# set the I2C communications to the slave specified by the address
# The commands for I2C dev using the ioctl functions are specified
in
# the i2c-dev.h file from i2c-tools
I2C_SLAVE = 0x703
fcntl.ioctl(self.file_read, I2C_SLAVE, addr)
fcntl.ioctl(self.file_write, I2C_SLAVE, addr)
def write(self, string):
# appends the null character and sends the string over I2C
string += "\00"
self.file_write.write(string)
def read(self, num_of_bytes=31):
global OrpSum
global count
num = ""
temp = ""
# reads a specified number of bytes from I2C
#then parses and displays the result
res = self.file_read.read(num_of_bytes) # read from the board
response = filter(lambda x: x != '\x00', res)
# remove the null characters to get the response
if(ord(response[0]) == 1): # if the response isnt an error
char_list = map(lambda x: chr(ord(x) & ~0x80),
list(response[1:]))
# change MSB to 0 for all received characters except the first
# and get a list of characters
# NOTE: having to change the MSB to 0 is a glitch in the
#raspberry pi, and you shouldn't have to do this!
if (count > 0):
temp = str(''.join(char_list))
#num = re.findall(r'\d+', temp)
OrpSum += float(temp)
return "Command succeeded " + ''.join(char_list)
# convert the char list to a string and returns it
else:
return "Error " + str(ord(response[0]))
def query(self, string):
# write a command to the board, wait the correct timeout
#and read the response
self.write(string)
# the read and calibration commands require a longer timeout
if((string.upper().startswith("R")) or
(string.upper().startswith("CAL"))):
time.sleep(self.long_timeout)
elif((string.upper().startswith("SLEEP"))):
return "sleep mode"
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else:
time.sleep(self.short_timeout)
return self.read()
def close(self):
self.file_read.close()
self.file_write.close()
# more function definitions
def enter(str):
if helpEn == TRUE:
lblInfo.config(text = str)
def leave(self):
if helpEn == TRUE:
lblInfo.config(text = txtHelp)
def close():
main.quit()
def toggleHelp():
global helpEn
if helpEn == FALSE:
lblInfo.config(text=txtHelp)
helpEn = not helpEn
else:
lblInfo.config(text=txtInfo)
helpEn = not helpEn
tbxCalOrp = Text(width = 15, height=1,bg="aliceblue")
tbxCalOrp.bind('<Enter>', lambda event,a = "Use to enter known ORP value":
(enter(a)))
tbxCalOrp.bind('<Leave>', leave)
tbxCalOrp.insert('end','')
#fuzzy logic comand
#gotofuzzy
def Fuzzy():
global OrpSum
global PhSum
global phValue
lblEx.configure(foreground = "grey")
lblGd.configure(foreground = "grey")
lblFr.configure(foreground = "grey")
lblPr.configure(foreground = "grey")
lblUn.configure(foreground = "grey")
PhSum = phValue
print ("Test" + str(PhSum))
if (OrpSum != 0) and (PhSum != 0):
##all valid cmds here
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#orp < 100
if (OrpSum < 100) and ((PhSum < 3) or (PhSum >= 11)):
lblUn.configure(foreground = "red")
if (OrpSum < 100) and (PhSum >= 3) and (PhSum < 11):
lblPr.configure(foreground = "darkorange")
#orp 100 - 299.99
if (OrpSum >= 100) and (OrpSum < 300) and (PhSum >= 5) and (PhSum
< 6):f
lblPr.configure(foreground = "darkorange")
if (OrpSum >= 100) and (OrpSum < 300) and (PhSum >= 8) and (PhSum
< 9):
lblPr.configure(foreground = "darkorange")
if (OrpSum >= 100) and (OrpSum < 300) and ((PhSum < 5) or (PhSum
>= 9)):
lblUn.configure(foreground = "red")
if (OrpSum >= 100) and (OrpSum < 300) and (PhSum >= 6) and (PhSum
< 8):
lblFr.configure(foreground = "orange")
#orp 300 - 499.99
if (OrpSum >= 300) and (OrpSum < 500) and (PhSum >= 5) and (PhSum
< 6):
lblFr.configure(foreground = "orange")
if (OrpSum >= 300) and (OrpSum < 500) and (PhSum >= 8) and (PhSum
< 9):
lblFr.configure(foreground = "orange")
if (OrpSum >= 300) and (OrpSum < 500) and ((PhSum < 5) or (PhSum
>= 9)):
lblPr.configure(foreground = "darkorange")
if (OrpSum >= 300) and (OrpSum < 500) and (PhSum >= 6) and (PhSum
< 8):
lblGd.configure(foreground = "limegreen")
#orp 500 - 699.99
if (OrpSum >= 500) and (OrpSum < 700) and (PhSum >= 5) and (PhSum
< 9):
lblGd.configure(foreground = "limegreen")
if (OrpSum >= 500) and (OrpSum < 700) and (PhSum >= 3) and (PhSum
< 5):
lblFr.configure(foreground = "orange")
if (OrpSum >= 500) and (OrpSum < 700) and ((PhSum < 3) or (PhSum
>= 11)):
lblUn.configure(foreground = "red")
if (OrpSum >= 500) and (OrpSum < 700) and (PhSum >= 9) and (PhSum
< 11):
lblFr.configure(foreground =
#orp >= 700
if (OrpSum >= 700) and (PhSum >=
lblEx.configure(foreground =
if (OrpSum >= 700) and (PhSum >=
lblGd.configure(foreground =
if (OrpSum >= 700) and (PhSum >=
lblGd.configure(foreground =
if (OrpSum >= 700) and (PhSum >=
lblPr.configure(foreground =
if (OrpSum >= 700) and (PhSum >=

"orange")
5) and (PhSum < 9):
"green")
9) and (PhSum < 11):
"limegreen")
3) and (PhSum < 5):
"limegreen")
2) and (PhSum < 3):
"darkorange")
11) and (PhSum < 12):
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lblPr.configure(foreground = "darkorange")
if (OrpSum >= 700) and ((PhSum < 2) or (PhSum >= 12)):
lblUn.configure(foreground = "red")
else:
##error handling here
lblEx.configure(foreground = "grey")
lblGd.configure(foreground = "grey")
lblFr.configure(foreground = "grey")
lblPr.configure(foreground = "grey")
lblUn.configure(foreground = "grey")
#global function definitions
# gotocalorp
# Run Button Command
def CalOrp():
valid = False
global OrpDisp
global count
global OrpSum
try:
value = float(tbxCalOrp.get("1.0",END))
valid = True
except ValueError:
valid = False
if (valid):
OrpSum = 0
OrpDisp = ""
count = 0
print(str(value))
device = atlas_i2c() # creates the I2C port object
myinput = "cal," + str(value)
# the Raspberry Pi will poll
if(myinput.upper().startswith("ADDRESS")):
addr = int(string.split(myinput, ',')[1])
device.set_i2c_address(addr)
print ("I2C address set to " + str(addr))
# contiuous polling command automatically polls the board
elif(myinput.upper().startswith("POLL")):
delaytime = 1.5
# check for polling time being too short,
# change it to the minimum timeout if too short
if(delaytime < atlas_i2c.long_timeout):
print ("Polling time is shorter than timeout, setting "
"polling time to %0.2f" % atlas_i2c.long_timeout)
delaytime = atlas_i2c.long_timeout
# get the information of the board you're polling
info = string.split(device.query("I"), ",")[1]
OrpDisp += ("Polling %s sensor every %0.2f seconds"%(info,
delaytime))
OrpDisp += "\n"
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try:
while count < 5:
if count > 0:
OrpDisp += device.query("R")
OrpDisp += "\n"
time.sleep(delaytime - atlas_i2c.long_timeout)
count = count + 1
OrpSum = OrpSum/4
OrpDisp += "Average ORP reading\n" + str(OrpSum)
tbxOrp.insert('end',OrpDisp)
except count == 5: # catches the ctrl-c command,
# which breaks the loop above
print ("Continuous polling stopped")
# if not a special keyword, pass commands straight to board
else:
try:
print device.query(myinput)
except IOError:
print "Query failed"
if __name__ == '__RunOrp__':
RunOrp()
else:
tbxCalOrp.delete('1.0',END)
tbxCalOrp.insert('end',"Invalid input")
#gotorunorp
def RunOrp():
device = atlas_i2c() # creates the I2C port object
print ">> Atlas Scientific sample code"
print ">> Any commands entered are passed to the board via I2C
except:"
print (">> Address,xx changes the I2C address the Raspberry Pi "
"communicates with.")
print (">> Poll,xx.x command continuously polls the board every "
"xx.x seconds")
print (" where xx.x is longer than the %0.2f second "
"timeout." % atlas_i2c.long_timeout)
print " Pressing ctrl-c will stop the polling"
# main loop
global OrpDisp
global count
global OrpSum
OrpDisp = ""
count = 0
OrpSum = 0
tbxOrp.delete('1.0',END)
myinput = "poll"
if(myinput.upper().startswith("ADDRESS")):
addr = int(string.split(myinput, ',')[1])
device.set_i2c_address(addr)
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print ("I2C address set to " + str(addr))
# contiuous polling command automatically polls the board
elif(myinput.upper().startswith("POLL")):
delaytime = 1.5
# check for polling time being too short adjust if necessary
if(delaytime < atlas_i2c.long_timeout):
print ("Polling time is shorter than timeout, setting "
"polling time to %0.2f" % atlas_i2c.long_timeout)
delaytime = atlas_i2c.long_timeout
# get the information of the board being polled
info = string.split(device.query("I"), ",")[1]
OrpDisp += ("Polling %s sensor every %0.2f seconds"%(info,
delaytime))
OrpDisp += "\n"
try:
while count < 5:
if count > 0:
OrpDisp = device.query("R")
OrpDisp += "\n"
tbxOrp.insert('end',OrpDisp)
main.update()
time.sleep(delaytime - atlas_i2c.long_timeout)
count = count + 1
OrpSum = OrpSum/4
OrpDisp = "-- "
OrpDisp += "Average ORP Reading --\n" + str(OrpSum)
tbxOrp.insert('end',OrpDisp)
except count == 5: # catches the ctrl-c command,
# which breaks the loop above
print "Continuous polling stopped"
Fuzzy()
# if not a special keyword, pass commands straight to board
else:
try:
print device.query(myinput)
except IOError:
print "Query failed"
if __name__ == '__RunOrp__':
RunOrp()
#gotoreadadc
def readadc(adcnum):
#Create SPI
global spi
spi = spidev.SpiDev()
spi.open(0, 0) # read SPI data from the MCP3008, channel 0
if adcnum > 7 or adcnum < 0:
return -1
r = spi.xfer2([1, 8 + adcnum << 4, 0])
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data = ((r[1] & 3) << 8) + r[2]
return data
#gotorunph
def RunPH():
global PHDisp
PHDisp = ""
tbxPH.delete('1.0',END)
Offset = 1
avgValue = 0
#Store the average value of the sensor feedback
global phValue
phValue = 0.0
temp = 0
buf = [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
print "Ready"
PHDisp += ("Polling PH sensor every 1.50 seconds")
PHDisp += "\n\n"
tbxPH.insert('end',PHDisp)
main.update()
for i in range(0,4): #Get 4 sample value from the sensor
buf[i]=readadc(0)-380
PHDisp = "Command Succeeded " + str(buf[i])
PHDisp += "\n"
tbxPH.insert('end',PHDisp)
main.update()
print(buf[i])
time.sleep(1.5)
avgValue= 0.0
for i in range(0,4):
avgValue+=buf[i]
avgValue = avgValue/4
phValue = float((avgValue*5.0)/(632))
print("1: ")
print (phValue)
Offset = 13 + (2.996667 - 13)/(1 + (phValue/10.11613)**81.69429)
#ph value compenstation
if (avgValue > 316.0):
print(">325")
phValue = 14 - (Offset)*phValue
#convert into pH value
else:
print("<325")
Offset = 3.739976 + (12.9995 - 2.739976)/(1 +
(avgValue/207.2456)**31.24015) #3.739976
phValue = (Offset)*phValue
#convert into pH value
print "2: "
print(phValue)
PHDisp = str(phValue)
tbxPH.insert('end',"
-- Avg PH Reading --\n " + PHDisp)
print " "
Fuzzy()
# widget creation---------
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#buttons
btnRun = Button(text = "Run",fg ="Black",command=CalOrp)
btnRun.bind('<Enter>', lambda event,a = "Click to run Orp calibration":
(enter(a)))
btnRun.bind('<Leave>','<Leave>')
#labels
lblInfo = Label(text = txtInfo,bg="white",relief="sunken",width =
45,anchor=CENTER)
lblRec = Label(text = txtRec,anchor=CENTER)
lblStatus = LabelFrame(text="Status")
lblStatus.bind('<Enter>', lambda event,a = "Indicates water purity level":
(enter(a)))
lblStatus.bind('<Leave>' ,leave)
lblEx = Label(lblStatus,text = "Excellent",fg="grey")
lblGd = Label(lblStatus,text = "Good",fg="grey")
lblFr = Label(lblStatus,text = "Fair",fg="grey")
lblPr = Label(lblStatus,text = "Poor",fg="grey")
lblUn = Label(lblStatus,text = "Unacceptable",fg="grey")
lblEx.bind('<Enter>', lambda event,a
drinkable": (enter(a)))
lblEx.bind('<Leave>','<Leave>')
lblGd.bind('<Enter>', lambda event,a
drinkable": (enter(a)))
lblGd.bind('<Leave>','<Leave>')
lblFr.bind('<Enter>', lambda event,a
(enter(a)))
lblFr.bind('<Leave>','<Leave>')
lblPr.bind('<Enter>', lambda event,a
emergencies": (enter(a)))
lblPr.bind('<Leave>','<Leave>')
lblUn.bind('<Enter>', lambda event,a
drinking": (enter(a)))
lblUn.bind('<Leave>','<Leave>')

= "Excellent quality, p erfectly
= "Good quality, perfectly
= "Fair quality, somewhat drinkable":
= "Poor quality, drink only in
= "Unnaceptable quality, avoid

#text boxes
tbxPH = Text(width = 25, height=10,bg="aliceblue")
tbxPH.bind('<Enter>', lambda event,a = "Displays PH probe status and
data": (enter(a)))
tbxPH.bind('<Leave>' ,leave)
tbxPH.insert('end','')
tbxOrp = Text(width = 25, height=10,bg="aliceblue")
tbxOrp.bind('<Enter>', lambda event,a = "Displays ORP probe status and
data": (enter(a)))
tbxOrp.bind('<Leave>', leave)
tbxOrp.insert('end','')
#top menu
ddMenu = Menu(main)
main.config(menu=ddMenu)
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FileMenu = Menu(ddMenu)
ddMenu.add_cascade(label="File",menu=FileMenu)
FileMenu.add_command(label="Close", command = close)
FileMenu.add_command(label="Reset")
RunMenu = Menu(ddMenu)
ddMenu.add_cascade(label=" Run ",menu=RunMenu)
RunMenu.add_command(label = "PH Measurement",command = RunPH)
RunMenu.add_command(label = "ORP Measurement",command = RunOrp)
tbxOrp.insert('end',OrpDisp)
print(OrpDisp)
ddMenu.add_command(label="Help",command=toggleHelp)
#widget placement
lblInfo.grid(row=0,column=1,pady=15,sticky=W,columnspan=2)
tbxPH.grid(row=1,column=0,padx=40)
tbxOrp.grid(row=1,column=1,padx=(0,10))
tbxCalOrp.grid(row=5,column=1, columnspan = 5, sticky = 'w')
lblStatus.grid(row=1,column=2,padx=30,pady=10)
lblEx.grid(row=1,column=2)
lblGd.grid(row=2,column=2)
lblFr.grid(row=3,column=2)
lblPr.grid(row=4,column=2)
lblUn.grid(row=5,column=2)
lblRec.grid(row=5,column=0, columnspan=1, sticky = 'e')
btnRun.grid(row=6,column=0,sticky ='e')
main.mainloop()

#Keep Window Running
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9 APPENDIX D (FUZZY LOGIC VISUAL
REPRESENTATION)
Our system will use a fuzzy logic approach to rate water quality based on PH and ORP levels. A model of
the system inputs and output is shown below.

This figure outlines our de-fuzzifier logic in plain, easy to understand statements.

The figures above show the membership functions for the ORP Level and PH Level
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Samples of input and output results; this figure shows a very high ORP level, and a near-neutral PH level
produce a borderline “Excellent” rating. As the PH moves away from 7 it will drop to good or below.

This figure shows how high ORP still yields a water rating of “Unacceptable” if the PH is dangerously low.
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Surface View of fuzzy logic Module:
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10 APPENDIX E (FINAL TEST RESULTS)

Figure 1: Pond Water on Day 1

Figure 2: Pond Water on Day 7
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Figure 3: Tap Water on Day 1

Figure 4: Tap Water on Day 7
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Figure 5: Purified Water on Day 1

Figure 6: Purified Water on Day 7
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11 APPENDIX F (ALTERNATE DESIGNS)
Design 1:
Our concept for the first alternate design is the most obvious of the three. In this alternate
design we would double the size of the tesla coil which in turn will produce a higher voltage than
our previous design. This should be a sufficient amount of voltage in order to deal with the
permeability of the water and create the necessary ozone to purify the water.
Design 2:
Our concept for the second alternate design was to incorporate an air tube above the
water in which the tesla coil would arc and create the ozone. The tube would have a fan which
would blow outside air into the water. This would trap the ozone being created in the air and force
it into the water supply the water with ozone to purify it.
Design 3:
Our concept for the third alternate design would supply the tesla coil wit h a different
source of power. Instead of using a hand generator to create the power we would use a more
steady supply of energy. One of the ideas we had in the beginning of the project was to use a
battery bank with a solar panel charging the batteries. This would make it easier to use and not
have so much effort to run the tesla coil. This idea would be more expensive to implement but
would be a great alternative to using a hand generator.

12 APPENDIX G (DESIGN CHALLENGES)
In terms of hardware we ran into some design challenges, all of which were related to the
PH sensor circuitry. First, we had to incorporate an ADC to receive measurements from the PH
sensor that the Raspberry Pi could interpret. This is because the Raspberry Pi does not have on
board ADC. In order to solve this we included an MCP3008 8 channel Analog to digital converter.
This provided us with digital measurements, and only required us to add several lines of code to
interpret the PH measurement. Secondly, the PH probe was of a lower quality than anticipated,
and did not provide consistent results. After some trial and error, we determined that the PH
probe did not provide perfectly linear measurements. In other words, when measuring high or low
PH, the software offset needed to provide an accurate result is orders of magnitude larger than at
a more neutral ph. To solve this issue we took 7 measurements over the entire PH scale and
plotted our results against the known PH values of the solutions tested. This allowed us to
generate a sufficiently accurate best fit curve which we used to generate the appropriate offset in
software for any measurement within an accuracy of about 10 percent. Lastly, the PH circuit itself
did not generate voltages ranging from 0-5v as it should, and therefore we had to modify our code
to assign PH values from approximately 1.7-4.5v. This issue was simple enough to handle in
software, however our solution required us to lower the resolution of our measurements from
1024 levels to 632. Ultimately, this reduced the accuracy of our measurements (~10%), but not to
a degree that would have a substantial impact on our experiment.
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13 APPENDIX H (PROJECT SCHEDULE)
Progress of Previous Timeline
Spring Break:


Order all parts
-Parts have been purchased and delivered. All expenses have been recorded



Spring Quarter: Week 1-2 Tesla Coil Build + Air Testing
-Tesla coil was built and tested ahead of schedule over spring break



Week 3-4 In water tesla testing w/ hand crank power supply
-Initial integration began in week 3, however some compatibility issues arose.
Modifications were made and the tesla coil was integrated successfully with the hand crank
generator during week 4



Week 5-6 Raspberry pi programming + Probe calibration
-Partially complete, but still in progress. Probes have been integrated with Arduino for
initial testing and calibration due to the ease it offers. A fully python GUI has been created and is
running on the raspberry pi. Fuzzy logic must also be integrated into the software code, and
probes must be ported to Raspberry pi.

o

Week 7-8 Test entire system + Petri Dish
-Verify 03 Production, take samples (Probe measurements and Swabs) before and after

o

Week 9-10 System Revisions
-Time allotted for recalculating parameters and increasing Tesla Coil strength if
necessary
Fall Quarter:

o
o

Week 1-2 Secondary Petri Dish Tests
-Re-test entire system with improvements
Week 3-10 Write Reports and Evaluations
-If system is successful, move onto writing reports or other necessary analyses. If not,
there is still several weeks to make additional improvements.
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Updated Timeline (6/4/2017 – End of F’17)
Summer

The team will be meeting every 3-4 weeks over summer to catch up and advance the project. Our
minimum expectation is to meet our previous progress goals. We may also choose to advance
and move onto testing and making additional system improvements before fall begins.

Raspberry pi programming + Probe calibration
-Combine port probes from Arduino to Raspberry Pi, and perform calibration
-Implement Fuzzy logic based water quality evaluation on the Raspberry Pi.
Test entire system + Verify Water measurements using bacteria cultures.
-Verify 03 Production, take samples (Probe measurements and Swabs) before and after

Fall Quarter:

Week 1-2 System Revisions
-Time allotted for recalculating parameters making any adjustments if necessary

Week 2-3 Secondary Petri Dish Tests
-Re-test entire system with improvements

Week 3-10 Write Reports and Evaluations
-If system is successful, move onto writing reports or other necessary analyses. If not there is still
several weeks to make additional improvements.
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14 APPENDIX I (STANDARDS AND CONTRAINTS)
This project emphasized the use of industry standards wherever possible.
Communication standards were important for this project because they ensure portability and
interconnectivity can be achieved. The raspberry pi was chosen as the main control unit for this
design because it provides many options for serial communication via its GPIO pins. Standards
available for use include I2C, USB, UART, and SPI. One design constraint was the lack of
support for UART on both the PH and ORP circuits, therefore I2C was used to communicate with
the ORP circuitry, while SPI was used with the PH circuit.
I2C uses one wire for data, and one wire for a clock to link two devices, one of which sets
the clock (Master). In this configuration the Raspberry Pi is set as the master, and issues
commands to the ORP circuit. Because we are only communicating with one device, the
Raspberry Pi sends read commands, and samples 8 bits of data from the probe using
multisampling and acknowledgements to verify data integrity. The read operation ends when a
stop condition is sent, signaling that the bus is free. A start condition is defined as a transition
from a high to low data line in conjunction with a high clock, while a stop condition is a transition
from data low to high in conjunction with a high clock.
SPI uses a four-wire bus to provide full duplex communication between the raspberry pi
and the PH circuit. SPI is an older standard which provides more control over the configuration of
the communication channel at the cost of simplicity. For this implementation, the Raspberry pi is
the Master and generates the clock to synchronize the devices. The benefit of SPI over I2C is
that I2C predefines the start and stop conditions for data transmission, while SPI offers 4
configurations for start and stop logic to indicate when the bus is in use. All configurations
necessary for SPI were left on the default value for the Raspberry Pi 3.

